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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon and welcome to our webinar. Thank you for your interest in the U.S. Department of Energy’s Technology Commercialization Fund – or TCF. This is the Informational Webinar for Applicants for the Fiscal Year 2018 Solicitation, released on December 14, 2017.  OTT pre-recorded this webinar. At the end, there is information about how to submit any questions you may have. My name is Melissa Monk. I’m an Allegheny Science & Technology contractor within the Office of Technology Transitions. Don Macdonald, TCF Program Manager, asked me to deliver today’s webinar on his behalf.
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• Background and Description of the Solicitation

• Eligibility for Award

• Award Information & Administration

• Proposal Requirements and Review Information

• Proposal Submission & Format

• Other Information

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is today’s agenda. OTT encourages you to have a copy of the Solicitation in front of you for reference during the presentation - which follows the same structure and summarizes the Solicitation.  If there are any inconsistencies between the Solicitation and this presentation, the Solicitation is the controlling document. Applicants should rely on the language there, and seek clarification from OTT.  If you believe there is an inconsistency, please contact OTT.I’ll go through the solicitation – and for those who are familiar with earlier TCF calls — I’ll highlight some of the key differences between this year and last year. I’ll discuss the substantive elements of the Solicitation, as well as the process and administrative details — some of which are different than last year. Please feel free follow up with any questions. All Q& A will be disseminated to the TCF distribution list, so please do not include confidential or proprietary information in your questions. Questions about the TCF Solicitation should be addressed toTCF@hq.doe.gov. Questions about uploading Concept Papers or Full Proposals should be addressed to TCFsubmissions@inl.gov. I’ll repeat these email addresses several times, and they are in the Solicitation as well as on one of the last slides in this presentation.
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TCF Goals

TCF Goals
• Perform technology maturation with the intent of 

attracting a private partner that is willing to support the 
technology’s commercialization.

• Support cooperative development of technology with a 
private partner for a specific commercial application. 

Key Gaps to Address
• Technology maturation resource gap.
• Forward-looking and competitive DOE approach to CRADAs 

and partnering.
• Focused outreach and industry engagement to 

commercialize high-potential energy technologies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, just an overview about the TCF -- part of a broad array of activities that DOE and its facilities undertake to ensure that Federal R&D investments — specifically in technology with commercial potential — find their way to a viable market. TCF Federal funds are matched with non-Federal contributions to:1) Perform technology maturation with the intent of attracting a private partner that is willing to support the technology’s commercialization2) Support cooperative development of technology with a private partner for a specific commercial application. 
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EPAct 2005 Section 1001(e)
(as amended)

Energy Technology 
Commercialization Fund

“The Secretary shall establish an Energy 
Technology Commercialization Fund, 
using 0.9 percent of the amount made 
available to the Department for applied 
energy research, development, 
demonstration, and commercial 
application for each fiscal year based on 
future planned activities and the 
amount of the appropriations for the 
fiscal year, to be used to provide 
matching funds with private partners to 
promote promising energy technologies 
for commercial purposes.”

TCF Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I think everyone here is likely aware, EPAct 2005 directs DOE to establish the TCF, and sets aside zero point nine percent of the department’s R&D budget within the applied energy programs. Because it’s always good to keep in mind – and for the benefit on anyone who is new to TCF — let’s just read the paragraph that establishes the TCF.“The Secretary shall establish an Energy Technology Commercialization Fund, using 0.9 percent of the amount made available to the Department for applied energy research, development, demonstration, and commercial application for each fiscal year based on future planned activities and the amount of the appropriations for the fiscal year, to be used to provide matching funds with private partners to promote promising energy technologies for commercial purposes.”As of OTT’s recording this webinar, there is a Continuing Resolution — a CR — in place. Until there is an appropriation, OTT is unable able to provide firm numbers on the amounts available for this solicitation. In the meantime, OTT is working with DOE’s CFO to provide a range of available funds. I’ll discuss this in greater detail shortly.
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TCF FY 18 Summary

Key Dates 

Solicitation Issue Date December 14, 2017

Pre-Recorded Informational Webinar Available December 14, 2017 

Deadline for Mandatory Concept Papers January 23, 2018 at 8:00 p.m. (MT) 

Anticipated Eligibility Decisions February 23, 2018

Deadline for Full Proposals March 27, 2018 8:00 p.m. (MT) 

Expected Date for Selection Notifications Summer 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As for this Solicitation, here are the key dates and important deadlines.READ DATESI just want to state for the record that the Concept Paper deadline on January 23 is a hard deadline. OTT expects to communicate eligibility decisions on February 23, following the Concept Paper review. Eligible Full Proposals are due on March 27, another  hard deadline. For Concept Paper and Full Proposal deadlines, unless you are in the system at 7:59 MT *and* it crashes, there will be no extensions. So please do be sure to plan accordingly.
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TCF FY 18 Summary (cont’d)

Summary Information

Means of Submission 
https://proposals.inl.gov
OTT will not review or consider proposals submitted through other means.  

Total Amount to be Provided 
DOE expects to make available approximately $18-20 million of Federal funding for 
award under this Solicitation, subject to the availability of appropriated funds.  
DOE may issue one, multiple, or no awards.  

Period of Performance 

Topic 1: 6-12 months
Topic 2: 12-24 months 
Awarded projects in both topics are required to report metrics and participate in 
OTT’s TCF Program evaluation for up to 5 years from award date.  

Eligible Entities U.S. Department of Energy National Laboratories, Plants, and Sites

TCF Matching Funds/
Non-Federal Cost Requirement 

Projects are required to provide matching non-Federal funds at a level of 50% of 
the total project cost.  

Submission of Multiple 
Proposals 

There is no limit on the number of proposals a National Laboratory, Plant, or Site 
may submit.  

Proposal Forms 
The proposal details are contained in the Solicitation.   
Page limits: 5 page limit for Topic 1 Technology Maturation proposals

10 pages for Topic 2 Cooperative Development proposals 

Questions 
TCF program rules and proposal process: TCF@hq.doe.gov
Using the online application portal:  TCFsubmissions@inl.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing with the summary – Applicants must register with and submit application materials through an online application portal at the Idaho National Laboratory at https://proposals.inl.gov. OTT will not review or consider proposals submitted through other means. I will walk through the submission portal in a bit. DOE expects to make approximately $18-20 million of Federal funding available for award under this Solicitation, subject to the availability of appropriated funds. There is a Continuing Resolution in place as OTT records this webinar. DOE may issue one, multiple, or no awards.  The Periods of Performance are:Topic 1: 6-12 monthsTopic 2: 12-24 months Awarded projects in both topics are required to report metrics and participate in OTT’s TCF Program evaluation for up to 5 years from award date.  U.S. Department of Energy National Laboratories, Plants, and Sites are eligible for awardTCF Matching Funds – or Non-Federal Cost Requirement. Non-Federal funds must make up at least 50% - half - of total project costs.National Laboratories, Plants, and Sites may submit multiple proposals.  There is no limit on the number of proposals a National Laboratory, Plant, or Site may submit.  The proposal format is explained in the Solicitation, and I will go over the INL submission portal.  There is a five-page limit for Topic 1 Technology Maturation proposals. The page limit for Topic 2 Cooperative Development proposals is 10 pages. Excluding resumes and letters of support, only the first five pages of a Topic 1 proposal and the first 10 pages of a Topic 2 proposal will be reviewed. DOE leaves it to applicants’ judgement to best determine how to allocate the page allotment.Questions about the TCF program rules and proposal process may be directed to TCF@hq.doe.gov. Questions about using the online application portal should be directed to TCFsubmissions@inl.govAgain, please note that all questions and answers will be distributed via email to the TCF distribution list.  Please do not provide proprietary or business sensitive information when posing questions to DOE or INL.Finally, to allow adequate time for a response, questions about Concept Papers must be submitted by 8:00 p.m. (MT) on January 18, 2018. Questions about Proposals must be submitted by 8:00 p.m. (MT) on March 22, 2018. Questions submitted after these deadlines may not be answered. 

https://proposals.inl.gov/
mailto:TCF@hq.doe.gov
mailto:TCFsubmissions@inl.gov
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Key Differences from FY 17

• Eligible DOE Program Offices and TCF Technology Areas
o Appendix A contains the list of eligible Technology Areas in FY 18
o Applicants may select up to two Tech Areas
o Mission Area descriptions

• Concept Papers 
o Eligibility review to submit Full Proposal
o Mission Area Relevance Review

• Merit Review Criteria
o There is a small change to Technical Merit Criterion 2, which no longer includes a bullet about 

assumptions used to form the business strategy

• Partnering
o Beginning in FY18, a TCF projects that involve partners are expected to use a CRADA as the 

partnering mechanism
o In FY 18, the private sector match no longer requires a cash contribution. Matching funds from 

DOE Facilities, however, must still be in cash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FY 18 Solicitation is generally similar to FY 17’s – but there are a few key differences.Eligible DOE Program Offices and  their TCF Technology Areas. There are some changes to eligible Technology Areas within FE, NE, and OE — some more substantial than others. And in all cases – for EE, FE, NE, and OE — the Solicitation now contains information about each Tech Area’s  mission area. I’ll discuss the significance of the mission areas in greater detail later – but it is important that you take time to read and consider the information in the Solicitation. I’ll review the FY18 Tech Areas in the coming slides.In FY18, the first step in the application process is a mandatory Concept Paper. The Concept Paper is slightly more detailed than the Letter of Intent that OTT required in FY17. And it’s purpose is different. In FY18, Concept Papers are used to perform an eligibility review that encompasses a mission area relevance review — in addition to a standard conformance review. Applicants may select up to two Tech Areas in FY18, versus three in FY17. I’ll discuss this in greater detail in the coming slides as well.Apart from a small change to Technical Criterion #2, the merit review criteria remain the same.Partnering Agreement.  Beginning in FY18, a TCF projects that involve partners are expected to use a CRADA as the partnering mechanism. If a Facility wishes to use a different partnership mechanism for a specific project, it must secure advance permission from OTT for the deviation. Requests should be submitted to TCF@hq.doe.gov, with a justification for using an alternate mechanism. After consulting DOE’s Office of General Counsel, OTT will respond in writing to either approve or disapprove the request.
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The TCF focuses on commercializing promising energy technologies across the entire range of DOE’s 
portfolio of applied energy programs, and in two Topic areas

• All Concept Papers are subject to a go-no-go eligibility review, which includes a mission area 
relevance screen

• Eligible Full Proposals are subject to an independent merit review process to evaluate the technical 
and commercial viability of the proposed project.  

• OTT manages the review process in collaboration with
o DOE Program Offices, which will conduct the missions area relevance reviews at the Concept 

Paper stage
o ORISE – the Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education, which is identifying and recruiting 

independent merit reviewers for Full Proposals
o Idaho National Lab, which is facilitating the application and review management system

• OTT will implement a metric and evaluation plan to assess progress and achievements of TCF-funded 
projects.  Awardees should plan to provide metrics for a period of up to five years from the award 
date. 

TCF Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As before, the FY18 TCF focuses on commercializing promising energy technologies across *the entire range of DOE’s portfolio of applied energy programs.*  Let me say that again -- the entire range of DOE’s portfolio of applied energy programs. EE, FE, NE, and OE. A complete listing of these areas is in the Solicitation’s Appendix A.  Proposals must pursue one – or two – of the eligible Topic Areas, and must pass a mission area relevance screen at the Concept Paper stage.
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TCF Structure (cont’d)

Topic 2: Cooperative Development Projects
• Technologies for a commercial partner has already been identified

o Willing to execute a technology partnership agreement (i.e., a CRADA)
• Supports cooperative development of a commercial application for technology 

developed at DOE facilities
• Applicants will have undertaken some form of evaluation to determine if the 

technology is viable for commercialization, such as
o IP mapping
o Participation in the Lab-Corps program
o Other activities

The target funding for Topic 2 is $250K-$750K.  
The target period of performance for Topic 2 is 12-24 months.  

Topic 1:  Technology Maturation Projects
• Technologies developed at DOE facilities that have commercial 

promise
• Have reached a TRL of at least 3
• Have the potential to attract a private partner 

The target funding for Topic 1 is $100K-$150K
The target period of performance for a Topic 1 award is 6-12 months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topic 1:  Technology Maturation Projects focus on technologies developed at DOE facilities that have commercial promise, have reached a TRL of at least 3, and have the potential to attract a private partner.  The target TCF funding for each Topic 1 award is $100K-$150K.   Topic 2: Cooperative Development Projects focus on technologies for which DOE facilities have already identified a commercial partner willing to execute a CRADA. – And again, this is a change. CRADAs are now the preferred agreement type for all TCF projects. Labs must request a project-specific deviation to use another type of agreement. This Topic supports cooperative development with a private partner of a commercial application for technology developed at DOE facilities.  Applicants will have undertaken some form of evaluation to determine if the technology is viable for commercialization—such as IP mapping, participation in the Energy I-Corps program, or other activities.  The target TCF funding for each Topic 2 award is $250K-$750K.All Full Proposals are subject to an independent merit review process to evaluate the technical and commercial viability of the proposed project. OTT will manage the merit review process in collaboration with ORISE and INL.
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TCF Proposal Scope

The scope of a project should allow it to meet the TCF’s goals for the type of project it is—
technology maturation or cooperative development.  The activities described below 
correlate to the evaluation criteria.  All projects, whether proposed as Topic 1 or Topic 2, 
need to address the four areas described below.  Depending on the Topic area, the breadth 
and level of detail will vary.

1. Commercial Impact

2. Technical Maturation

3. Project Plan

4.     Project Team and Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scope of a project should allow it to meet the TCF’s goals for the type of project it is—technology maturation or cooperative development.  The activities described below correlate to the evaluation criteria in Section IV of the Solicitation.  All projects, whether proposed as Topic 1 or Topic 2, need to address the four areas described below.  Depending on the Topic area, the breadth and level of detail will vary.  1. Commercial Impact2. Technical Maturation3. Project Plan 4. Project Team and Resources
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TCF Proposal Scope (cont’d)

1. Commercial Impact
Both Topic 1 and Topic 2 proposals need to address the proposed technology’s potential market impacts 
if it is commercialized.  Topic 1 projects are intended to focus on technology maturation, but need to 
provide evidence that the technology has potential market impact.  Topic 2 projects are intended to be 
focus primarily focused on the commercialization of the technology in concert with a private partner.  
Therefore, a Topic 2 proposal should contain more expansive information about the commercial impact 
of the technology.  In all cases, the proposal should address the following items to the degree of 
specificity appropriate to the chosen topic area.  There must be a clear explanation of the current or 
anticipated market for the technology.  This should include a description of the significant market need 
that the project addresses.  The applicant should also specify whether the proposed technology is 
sufficient to achieve market penetration independent of complementary technologies, processes, or 
other requirements.  If other factors are required for the technology to achieve market penetration, the 
applicant should identify them and discuss the circumstances.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Commercial ImpactBoth Topic 1 and Topic 2 proposals need to address the proposed technology’s potential market impacts if it is commercialized.  Topic 1 projects are intended to focus on technology maturation, but need to provide evidence that the technology has potential market impact.  Topic 2 projects are intended to focus primarily on the commercialization of the technology in concert with a private partner.  Therefore, a Topic 2 proposal should contain more expansive information about the commercial impact of the technology.  In all cases, the proposal should address the following items to the degree of specificity appropriate to the chosen topic area.  There must be a clear explanation of the current or anticipated market for the technology.  This should include a description of the significant market need that the project addresses.  The applicant should also specify whether the proposed technology is sufficient to achieve market penetration independent of complementary technologies, processes, or other requirements.  If other factors are required for the technology to achieve market penetration, the applicant should identify them and discuss the circumstances.
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TCF Proposal Scope (cont’d)

2. Technical Maturation
Proposals, for both Topic 1 and Topic 2, need to address what the project intends to accomplish in terms 
of advancing the maturity of the technology.  Topic 1 projects are intended to focus on technology 
maturation as the primary objective.  Therefore, the proposal should be principally focused in this area.  
Topic 2 projects may require that the technology to be further matured or demonstrated at a larger 
scale.  Topic 2 proposals should describe which technology maturation activities need to be undertaken 
to achieve the commercialization goals of the project.  In all cases, the proposal should address the 
following items to the degree of specificity required by the chosen topic area.  There must be a clear 
explanation of the current state of the technology, as well as the anticipated state of the technology at 
the end of the project.  To the degree they can be anticipated, the applicant should explain the technical 
challenges and unanswered technical questions that must be addressed to reach the desired maturity of 
the technology.  There should be an explanation of any complimentary technology(ies) necessary for the 
proposed technology to function, and have relevance in the market.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. Technical MaturationProposals, for both Topic 1 and Topic 2, need to address what the project intends to accomplish in terms of advancing the maturity of the technology.  Topic 1 projects are intended to focus on technology maturation as the primary objective.  Therefore, the proposal should be principally focused in this area.  Topic 2 projects may require that the technology be further matured or demonstrated at a larger scale.  Topic 2 proposals should describe which technology maturation activities need to be undertaken to achieve the commercialization goals of the project.  In all cases, the proposal should address the following items to the degree of specificity required by the chosen topic area.  There must be a clear explanation of the current state of the technology, as well as the anticipated state of the technology at the end of the project.  To the degree they can be anticipated, the applicant should explain the technical challenges and unanswered technical questions that must be addressed to reach the desired maturity of the technology.  There should be an explanation of any complimentary technology(ies) necessary for the proposed technology to function, and have relevance in the market.  
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TCF Proposal Scope (cont’d)

3. Project Plan
Both Topic 1 and Topic 2 proposals need to include a project plan, which should center around the 
objectives of the project.  Depending on the topic area and the specific project objectives, the plan 
should focus on tasks and activities needed to accomplish those objectives.  There must be a clear 
explanation of the goals and outcomes of the proposed project, and a viable approach to address the 
technical and commercialization challenges of bringing the technology to the market.  Tasks should be 
clearly linked to performance metrics and deliverables.  There must also be a delineation of technical and 
market risks and uncertainties, and a plan to manage or retire them.  

4. Project Team and Resources
There must be a clear articulation that the project team and resources are qualified and capable of 
successfully completing the project.  This includes both the laboratory and partner teams.  The proposal 
must clearly define team member roles and responsibilities.  There should be evidence that the 
necessary personnel, facilities, and equipment are available and committed to the project.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. Project PlanBoth Topic 1 and Topic 2 proposals need to include a project plan, which should center around the objectives of the project.  Depending on the topic area and the specific project objectives, the plan should focus on tasks and activities needed to accomplish those objectives.  There must be a clear explanation of the goals and outcomes of the proposed project, and a viable approach to address the technical and commercialization challenges of bringing the technology to the market.  Tasks should be clearly linked to performance metrics and deliverables.  There must also be a delineation of technical and market risks and uncertainties, and a plan to manage or retire them.   4. Project Team and ResourcesThere must be a clear articulation that the project team and resources are qualified and capable of successfully completing the project.  This includes both the laboratory and partner teams.  The proposal must clearly define team member roles and responsibilities.  There should be evidence that the necessary personnel, facilities, and equipment are available and committed to the project.
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Only U.S. Department of Energy National Laboratories, Plants, and Sites (DOE facilities) 
are eligible to apply for TCF funding

• Facilities may bring partners into a proposal but lab is the sole awardee
• Facilities are eligible for multiple awards

• Ames Laboratory
• Argonne National Laboratory
• Brookhaven National Laboratory
• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
• Idaho National Laboratory
• Kansas City National Security Campus
• Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
• Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
• Los Alamos National Laboratory
• National Energy Technology Laboratory
• National Renewable Energy Laboratory

• Nevada National Security Site
• Oak Ridge National Laboratory
• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
• Pantex Plant
• Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
• Sandia National Laboratories
• Savannah River National Laboratory
• SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
• Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
• Y-12 National Security Complex

TCF Eligibility: Applicants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In FY 18, the TCF is open to DOE’s 21 national laboratories and NNSA sites and plants. That’s why OTT uses the tern “facilities” in the Solicitation. Facilities may partner together – and in the case of Topic 2 proposals, must identify a non-Federal partner. Facilities may submit multiple proposals, and are eligible for multiple awards. Here’s a list of the DOE national labs and NNSA sites and plants.
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Eligible proposals must pursue a project in either 

• Topic 1 Technology Maturation

• Topic 2 Cooperative Development

Topic 1
Eligible projects for Topic 1 must involve currently existing laboratory technology or intellectual 
property that has reached a TRL of 3, and demonstrates evidence of commercial potential.  TRL 3 
is evidenced by a technology having demonstrated analytical and experimental proof of concept 
in a laboratory environment.  For example, have experiments or modeling and simulation 
validated performance prediction of technology capability? Have design techniques been 
identified or developed? Have scaling studies been initiated?   

Topic 2
Eligible projects for Topic 2 must involve currently existing laboratory technology or intellectual 
property, and the laboratory must have a non-Federal partner with a commercial application 
defined for the technology.  The partner(s) must be identified in the application for funding. 
A formal partnership agreement does not have to be in place to be eligible for award, however.  
If funds are allocated before a CRADA is in place, work may not begin until it is executed.  If no 
agreement between the laboratory and partner is executed within 6 months of the award, the 
Department may cancel the award.  A project or work scope being executed under an existing 
CRADA or other partnership agreement is not eligible for an award under the TCF.  

TCF Eligibility: Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposals must be submitted under one of two topic areas. 
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Earlier TCF Funding
Topic 2 projects proposals that received TCF funding under an earlier Topic 1 award are eligible to apply 
for additional funding as a Topic 2 project, provided that:

• The Topic 1 project was successful in accomplishing the project goals

• Complied with all reporting requirements

• The new funding request demonstrates progress and advances the technology toward 
commercialization

Topic 1 projects that received funding under an earlier Topic 1 award are not eligible for additional TCF 
funding. Topic 2 projects that received funding under an earlier Topic 2 award are not eligible for 
additional TCF funding

DOE Program & Technology Areas

All projects must tie to one —or  two — of the program areas identified in Appendix A of the solicitation. 
DOE facilities may submit proposals they view as having cross-programmatic application or benefit 
(e.g., a wind farm load forecasting model could be applicable to the wind program within the Office of 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and to the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability ‘s 
clean energy transmission program). 

TCF Eligibility: Projects (cont’d)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few other notes about eligibility. Topic 2 projects that received TCF funding under an earlier Topic 1 award are eligible to apply for additional TCF funding, provided that the project is complete and was successful in accomplishing the project goals, complied with all reporting requirements, and that the new funding request meets requirements and advances the technology toward commercialization. Topic 1 projects that received funding under an earlier Topic 1 award are not eligible for additional TCF funding. Topic 2 projects that received funding under an earlier Topic 2 award are not eligible for additional TCF funding.
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Projects must align with DOE Program Offices and Technology Areas (Program Office Control Accounts)

Electricity and Energy Reliability (OE)
• Transmission Reliability
• Resilient Distribution Systems
• Energy Storage (Grid Scale)

Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy (EE)
• Advanced Manufacturing
• Bioenergy Technologies
• Building Technologies
• Fuel Cell Technologies
• Geothermal Technologies
• Solar Energy Technologies
• Vehicle Technologies
• Water Power Technologies
• Wind Energy Technologies

Fossil Energy (FE)
• Advanced Energy Systems
• Cross-cutting Research
• Carbon Capture and Utilization
• Carbon Storage
• Natural Gas Technologies
• Unconventional Fossil Energy Technologies 

from Petroleum – Oil Technologies

Nuclear Energy (NE)
• Fuel Cycle Research and Development
• Reactor Concepts Research, Development and 

Demonstrations
• Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and 

Simulation (NEAMS)
• Nuclear Energy Enabling Technologies (NEET) 

Crosscutting Technology Development (CTD)

TCF Eligibility: Projects (cont’d)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, TCF is intended to facilitate the commercialization of energy-related technologies with promising commercial potential that are developed at DOE facilities. In FY 18, the TCF anticipates funding proposals in these technology areas – and hopes to receive proposals in each of them. 
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TCF Eligibility: Partners

Topic 1 projects may have a partner. 

Topic 2 projects must have a partner. 

Partners must be

• Non-Federal entities, including
o Private companies
o State or local governments, or entities created by them
o Universities
o Non-profit organizations

Partner organizations must agree to engage in activities that focus on 
commercializing or deploying technologies in the marketplace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE
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TCF Eligibility: Matching Funds

Matching Funds

Non-federal matching funds are required for all projects
o 50% of total project costs

If a DOE facility provides matching funds, it must be a cash contribution

If a private partner provides matching funds, it may be a cash or in-kind contribution
o Applicants should ensure that in-kind contributions meet DOE’s requirements. For 

more information and examples, please see Appendix B of the FY 18 Solicitation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matching funds. The Office of General Counsel’s interpretation of the TCF statute is that matching means 50%. So TCF projects must be funded at least by half by non-federal dollars. Up to 50% TCF dollars. The balance non-federal dollars. Projects no longer require a cash contribution — unless a DOE facility provides the matching funds. DOE facility contributions must be in cash.If a private partner provides matching funds, it may be a cash or in-kind contribution.Applicants should ensure that in-kind contributions meet DOE’s requirements. For more information and examples, please see Appendix B of the FY 18 Solicitation.
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TCF Award Information

Type of Award Instrument 

• TCF awards will be documented and funded through the existing work authorization and funds 
management processes of the Program Office providing the funding.  

• DOE facilities will be required to track Federal funds in accordance with normal Departmental 
processes.  

• DOE facilities will also be required to track non-Federal funds in accordance with established 
laboratory accounting processes.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects selected for award will be managed by the DOE facilities in accordance with their requisite policies and procedures.  Each awarded project will be funded according to the Program Office control accounts — or Tech Area — listed in Appendix A. Applicants are encouraged to select up to an optional secondary Tech Area, as applicable to their project’s crosscutting potential.  The Program Office that provides funding for the project will be responsible for providing oversight of the awarded project. 
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TCF Funding Information

Estimated Funding  

DOE anticipates that approximately $18-20 million will be available for the TCF in FY 2018, subject to 
the availability of appropriated funds.  DOE may issue one, multiple, or no awards.  

Number of Selections: The number of selections will be based on the number of meritorious 
applications, and the availability of appropriated funds in each DOE Program Office or technology area.  

Funding Amount per Selection: 

Topic 1 Projects - $100,000 - $150,000 per award

Topic 2 Projects - $250,000 - $750,000 per award

DOE reserves the right to fund, in whole or in part, any, all, or none of the proposals submitted in 
response to this Solicitation.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Federal government is under a continuing resolution as this webinar is being pre-recorded. OTT will provide funding updates as they become available.
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TCF Award Information (cont’d)

Period of Performance 

Topic 1 projects:  6-12 months

Topic 2 Projects:  12-24 months

Crosscutting Awards & Mission Area Relevance

DOE Facilities may submit proposals they view as having crosscutting applicability or benefit. At the 
mandatory Concept Paper stage, applicants may identify up to two Technology Areas per proposal, 
and must provide a short explanation for each selection that articulates the technology’s mission 
area relevance. DOE is under no obligation to accept an applicant’s determination of cross cutting 
applicability. DOE reserves the right to make final determinations about which Program Offices will 
bear what share of the costs for crosscutting awards. 

Multiple Awards

DOE Facilities are eligible for more than one award. Awards are made on a per application basis. 
Each application must define a single project. Single applications are not eligible for multiple 
awards.  
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TCF Award Information

Selection Notifications 

DOE’s decisions are final when communicated to applicants. OTT notifies each application’s point of 
contact in writing of its decisions, and provides a summary to each Facilities’ Tech Transfer Office. 
The first notification follows the Concept Paper eligibility review. This is a go-no-go decision that 
determines whether or not DOE will accept a Full Application for the corresponding Concept Paper. 

Notification of DOE’s TCF selection decisions follows the conclusion of the evaluation and selection 
process. DOE’s decision to select a project for award is not an authorization to begin performance. 
Selected projects are required to finalize the Scope of Work (SOW)/Work Plan with the funding 
Program Office prior to work authorization and release of funds. OTT and/or the funding DOE 
Program Office(s) may request additional or clarifying information before proceeding to the SOW 
finalization stage. 

OTT provides reviewer comments to all applicants as soon as practical after selections are 
announced.

Successful Submissions

If selected for award, OTT reserves the right to request additional or clarifying information for any 
reason. 
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TCF Concept Papers

Concept Papers:

• Are a new addition to the TCF process. OTT added the step to 
• Confirm mission area relevance of projects at the Concept Paper stage
• Determine eligibility to submit Full Applications
• Help identify independent reviewers early in the process 

• Are mandatory

• Generate a discrete tracking number for use during the full proposal phase

• Are due at 8:00 p.m. (MT) on January 23, 2018. Late submissions will not be accepted
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TCF Concept Papers

Initial eligibility screen

1. That the applicant is an eligible entity under this solicitation

2. That the Concept Paper is complete and contains all the required information

3. That all mandatory requirements are satisfied

4. That the Concept Paper describes a project that is responsive to the Solicitation’s objectives

5. That the Concept Paper demonstrates and accurately articulates mission area relevance to the 
applicant-selected Program Office(s) and Technology Area(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In addition to a conformance review described above in items 1-4, Concept Papers receive a review for mission area relevance in the applicant-selected Technology Area(s) (item 5 above). To be eligible to submit Full Proposals, Concept Papers must pass the conformance review, and must pass the relevance review in at least one of the applicant-selected Technology Areas—Primary (mandatory) or Secondary (optional) . If a Concept Paper fails the mission area review in the Primary Technical Area, it may still pass in the Secondary Area. Secondary Technical Areas become Primary Technical Areas in cases when Concept Papers pass only that mission area relevance review. Concept Papers that fail the conformance review or do not pass at least one mission area relevance review are eliminated from further consideration. DOE will not accept full proposals for those Concept Papers. DOE anticipates making eligibility notifications by 8:00 p.m. (MT) on February 23, 2018. 
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Concept Paper Review Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is a simple flow chart of the Concept Paper review process. Again, Concept Papers must pass the conformance review, and at least one mission area relevance review in order to be eligible to submit a Full Proposal.
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Proposal Requirements & Review Information

Concept 
Papers

Proposals

Independent 
Merit Review

Merit Review 
Committee

Selection 
Decisions

Eligibility Reviews 

≥3 independent reviews per proposal:
• 2 technical SMEs
• 1 commercialization expert

Senior DOE Officials make
recommendations 

Program Policy Factors

Senior DOE makes
selections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide walks through the proposal and review process. Concept and Proposals are screened for eligibility and conformance. Those that pass go on to the merit review phase. Each proposal will receive at least 3 independent merit reviews – 2 from technical subject matter experts and 1 from a commercialization expert. Crosscutting applications will be sent out for review by SMEs in the Primary Technical Area only. All merit review scores will inform the overall score. Please keep tis in mind as you make you technology area selections. You may select up to two technology areas. 
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TCF Full Proposals

Proposals:

• Are due at 8:00 p.m. (MT) on March 27, 2018. Late submissions will not be reviewed

• Proposals will only be accepted with a corresponding tracking number from an eligible Concept 
Paper—and only in a Technical Area(s) in which it passed the mission area review(s). Proposals 
submitted after the deadline will not be accepted. All Full Proposals will be subject to an 
eligibility review to determine that:

1) The Full Proposal matches the project described in the corresponding Concept Paper
2) The Full Proposal for funding is complete and contains all the information required
3) All mandatory requirements are satisfied
4) The proposed project is responsive to the objectives of the Solicitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE
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Merit Review Criteria

Proposals that pass the eligibility screen will be forwarded for merit review.  

Selections will be made based on the following criteria:

1. Commercialization Evaluation (35% of composite score)

2. Technical Merit Evaluation (65% of composite score)

Technical Merit Criterion 1: Technology Maturity (40%)

Technical Merit Criterion 2: Project Plan (40%) 

Technical Merit Criterion 3: Project Team and Resources (20%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposals will be scored on the same merit review criteria regardless of the technology area. There are 4 criteria – broken this time into two categories:1. Commercialization Evaluation (35% of composite score)2. Technical Merit Evaluation (65% of composite score)Three criteria comprise the Technical Merit Evaluation:Technical Merit Criterion 1: Technology Maturity 40% - of 65%Technical Merit Criterion 2: Project Plan 40% - of 65%Technical Merit Criterion 3: Project Team and Resources 20% - of 65%
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Commercialization Evaluation

Commercialization Evaluation (35% of composite score)

Commercial Impact Criterion

• Extent to which the proposed technology will result in a commercially successful product 
and/or company

• Extent to which the proposed technology has the ability to be successfully commercialized 
in a reasonable timeframe (3-5 years)

• Extent to which the proposed technology represents an innovative or significant 
improvement from current state of the art technologies that results in either a product or 
solution that transforms or replaces existing industry approaches, or is a new product or 
solution that can be widely used by the existing industry and will have significant market 
impact

• Extent to which the project team understands the market, and its barriers to 
commercialization

• Extent to which the applicant identifies and discusses factors or circumstances such as 
policy or regulations are required for the technology to achieve market penetration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again – and by design - the most heavily weighted criteria is Commercialization Evaluation at 35% of the composite score. It is a single criterion, with these factors:Extent to which the proposed technology will result in a commercially successful product and/or company.  Extent to which the proposed technology has the ability to be successfully commercialized in a reasonable timeframe (3-5 years).  Extent to which the proposed technology represents an innovative or significant improvement that results in either a product or solution that transforms or replaces existing industry approaches, or is a new product or solution that can be widely used by the existing industry and will have significant market impact.  Extent to which the project team understands the market, and its barriers to commercialization.  
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Technical Merit Evaluation

The Technical Merit Evaluation forms 65% of the composite score, and comprises three criteria:

• Technical Merit Criterion 1: Technology Maturity (40%)

• Technical Merit Criterion 2: Project Plan (40%) 

• Technical Merit Criterion 3: Project Team and Resources (20%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercialization is one of two evaluation categories. The other is the Technical Merit Evaluation, which forms 65% of the composite score. It has three criteria:Technical Merit Criterion 1: Technology Maturity 40% - of 65%Technical Merit Criterion 2: Project Plan 40% - of 65%Technical Merit Criterion 3: Project Team and Resources 20% - of 65%
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Technical Maturity

Technical Merit Criterion 1: Technology Maturity (40%) 

• Technology has achieved a TRL 3, which is defined as a technology having demonstrated 
analytical and experimental proof of concept in a laboratory environment. For example, 
have experiments or modeling and simulation validated performance prediction of 
technology capability? Have design techniques been identified or developed? Have scaling 
studies been initiated?

• Extent to which the applicant describes an understanding of complementary technologies 
or processes that are necessary for the technology to have relevance in the market. 

• Extent to which the applicant describes an understanding of technical issues to be 
addressed to achieve a successful commercial deployment. 

• Evidence that the technology can be deployed at scale. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first technical criterion
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Project Plan 

Technical Merit Criterion 2: Project Plan (40%) 

Technical and Commercialization Approach –
• Quality and reasonableness of the applicants’ plan for closing technical gaps and 

addressing unanswered technical questions. 
• Quality and reasonableness of the applicant’s business plan for market 

penetration/adoption. 

Risk Management –
• Extent to which applicant discusses and demonstrates understanding of the key technical 

and commercial uncertainty and risks involved in the proposed work. 
• Extent to which applicant adequately describes how they will manage and retire risks. 

Goals and Outcomes –
• Extent to which the project plan clearly describes the goals and outcomes of the project, 

including measures of technical advancement and business success. 
• Extent to which the proposed tasks and subtask activities in the work plan are verified 

through performance metrics, milestones, and deliverables that are specific, measurable, 
aggressive (but attainable), realistic, and timely (i.e., not a report summarizing work that 
was done). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second technical criterion
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Project Team and Resources 

Technical Merit Criterion 3: Project Team and Resources (20%) 

• Capabilities – The extent to which the capability of the Principal Investigator(s) and the 
proposed team, including partnerships, can address all aspects of the proposed project, 
including, but not limited to, qualifications, relevant expertise, and time commitment of 
the individuals on the team. 

• Contributions – Clarity, adequacy and completeness of roles and contributions of each 
team member in development of the project and/or commercialization of the products, 
including financial support of partners. 

• Readiness – Extent to which the final team, facilities and equipment required to complete 
this project is fully in place, assembled and committed to the project (e.g., are there any 
key members that are “to be hired at a later date?”). 

• Commitment – Extent to which there is demonstrated institutional commitment from 
senior laboratory management and corporate officers of partners. 

• Resources –Sufficiency of facilities to support the proposed work—and reasonableness 
and adequacy of the proposed budget to meet proposed project objectives. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third technical criterion
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Program Policy Factors

In addition to the merit review criteria, the following program policy factors may be 
considered in determining which proposals to select for negotiations: 

• The degree to which the proposed project offers an opportunity to facilitate 
commercialization of a promising technology that does not currently have other 
programmatic support

• Whether the proposed project offers crosscutting benefit, and passed the mission 
relevance review in both its Primary and Secondary Technical Areas

• Diverse representation of DOE Facilities in the TCF’s project portfolio

• Diversity of technologies

• Diversity of projects spanning participating DOE Program Offices
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Proposal Format

Document Format Requirements

• Format all non-budget documents for standard 8.5” × 11” paper with 1-inch margins (top, 
bottom, left, right), 

• Use a font size no smaller than Times New Roman 11 point. 

• Submit documents as PDFs, except for spreadsheets. This is a preference, not a requirement.

• Uploaded spreadsheets in Excel file format. Do NOT lock any cells in the spreadsheet.
o Use the budget template provided. Follow the naming convention, and use your 

Tracking ID where requested: 2018 TCF Budget_Project Tracking ID.xlsx

• Applicants may not scan then upload their proposals, which will cause them to fail the 
conformance review. 
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Proposal Elements: Concept Papers

Concept Papers

• Concept Papers are mandatory

• Concept Papers consist of information request via an online form, and an attachment for 
upload

• Both are submitted here: https://proposals.inl.gov

• The deadline is by 8:00 p.m. (MT) on January 23, 2018

• The applicant’s point of contact should receive an email acknowledging receipt of the 
proposal within one business day

• Please contact TCFSubmissions@inl.gov if a receipt is not received

• Concept Papers will be submitted via online forms and attachments

• Including a 5,000 character project description

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concept Papers are mandatory. Concept Papers consist of information request via an online form, and an attachment for upload. Both are submitted here: https://proposals.inl.gov by 8:00 p.m. (MT) on January 23, 2018.  The applicant’s point of contact should receive an email acknowledging receipt of the proposal within 1 business day.  Please contact TCFSubmissions@inl.gov if a receipt is not received. 

https://proposals.inl.gov/
mailto:TCF@hq.doe.gov
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Application forms and instructions are 
available at: https://proposals.inl.gov
Log in with your User Name and Password. 
1. If you do not have an existing account, 

click on the “Create New Account” link and 
fill in the requested information.

How to Submit an Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concept Letters are mandatory. Concept Papers consist of information request via an online form, and an attachment for upload. Both are submitted here: https://secureportal.inl.gov/caesproposal/Proposal/Proposals.aspx by 8:00 p.m. (ET) on January 23, 2018.  The applicant’s point of contact should receive an email acknowledging receipt of the proposal within 1 business day.  Please contact TCFSubmissions@inl.gov if a receipt is not received. Concept Papers will be submitted via online forms and attachments. 

https://proposals.inl.gov/
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Be sure to fill out the “My 
Account” section, as this 
information can be used to 
automatically populate portions 
of the Concept Paper and 
Proposal forms.

How to Submit an Application

To create your application, 
click on the “Applications” tab.
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Click on the appropriate “Create New Application” link to begin the application process.

Submitting a Concept Paper
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Submitting a Concept Paper

Save the application in order to generate a Tracking ID number and upload documents.
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Submitting a Concept Paper

Save the application in order to generate a Tracking ID number and upload documents.

0
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How to Submit a Concept Paper

Select the Lead Facility for 
the project.

Select the Lead Facility
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Submitting a Concept Paper

1. Select Topic 1 (Technology 
Maturation) or Topic 2 (Cooperative 
Development).

2. Choose the primary and an optional 
secondary technology area. 

3. Provide a short justification for each 
selection.

1

2

3
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Submitting a Concept Paper
1. To Submit the Concept Paper, click the “Save and Submit” button at the bottom of 

the form.
2. The site will alert you if a submission requirement has not been met.
3. Applicants will receive an email notification upon successful submission.
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Submitting a Concept Paper

1. To make changes to a Concept Paper that has already been submitted, click the “Withdraw 
Submission” button. 

2. Be sure to resubmit your Concept Paper once all necessary changes have been made.
3. Changes can be made up until the due date.
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How to Submit a Full Proposal

As before, click the “Create New Application” link to begin the full proposal process.
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Submitting a Full Proposal

From the dropdown menu, select the Concept Paper ID number that corresponds to the Proposal you 
want to submit. 

Then click the “Select” button to generate the form.
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Submitting a Full Proposal

1. All of the information provided in the 
Concept Paper will carry over to the full 
proposal form. 

2. The only editable field carried over 
from the Concept Paper will be the 
Proposal Point of Contact section.

3. To make changes to any other field, 
contact TCF@hq.doe.gov. Upon 
approval, OTT will update the 
application form with the edits.

mailto:MelissaTCF@hq.doe.gov
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Proposal Elements: Full Proposals
The budget spreadsheet is a downloadable form.
Download the form.
Fill it out.
Upload it with this naming convention: 2018 TCF Budget “Tracking ID #”. Xlsx.
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Submitting a Full Proposal

1. Applicants will need to 
provide a  Technical 
Abstract, 
Commercialization Plan, 
a Technical Narrative, 
and Budget information.

2. Changes can be made up 
until the deadline. Be 
sure to click the “Save 
and Submit” button to 
submit the proposal.

3. Questions regarding the 
submission site can be 
directed to 
TCFSubmissions@inl.gov. 

Nick Case at 208-526-7804

mailto:tcfsubmissions@inl.gov
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Updating an Unsubmitted Concept Paper or Application 

1. To update your Concept Paper and/or Proposal, go to the “Applications” tab.
2. Click the “Pencil” icon to the left of the Tracking ID under “Your Applications”.
3. Update the application with the missing or incorrect information.
4. Click “Save” to save your updated information.
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Delegating a Concept Paper or Application 

1. To delegate your 
Concept Paper and/or 
Proposal, go to the 
“Applications” tab.

2. Click the “Lock” icon to 
the left of the Tracking 
ID.

3. In the “New and 
Pending Delegation 
Requests,” select 
“Create New Request.”

4. Provide the requested 
information on the 
individual receiving 
delegation rights, the 
type of permission 
they will receive, and 
click the “check” icon. 
The person must have 
a user account.

1

2

3

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***UPDATE SLIDE***
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TCF Metrics and Evaluation

There will be a metrics and evaluation effort

• Five year duration

• Facilities will be required to provide information and data to support the metrics and 
evaluation effort

The evaluation effort will encompass
• Outcome and impact from awarded projects
• Evaluation of TCF processes
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TCF Solicitation Management

Direct questions about the TCF program rules and proposal process to TCF@hq.doe.gov.

Questions about using the online application portal should be directed to 
TCFSubmissions@inl.gov.

All Q&A will be distributed to the TCF POCs at the Facilities.

Information via other channels will not have standing from OTT.

mailto:TCF@hq.doe.gov
mailto:TCFsubmissions@inl.gov
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Questions?

Questions about the TCF program rules and proposal process:
TCF@hq.doe.gov

Questions about using the online application portal:  
TCFSubmissions@inl.gov

mailto:TCF@hq.doe.gov
mailto:TCFsubmissions@inl.gov
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